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CUSTOMER CASE: Boels Rental

Fleet innovation
at Boels Rental
Being a progressive company in today’s
dynamic market for machine rental
requires constant attention to customer
demand and new technology.
Here is how Boels Rental went through
the process of finding the right brand in
glass lifting equipment for their rental
fleet.
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Anything – any time – anywhere
The motto of Boels Rental says it all - customers
first! Renting out machines and equipment for the
construction industry has been at the core of the
business for Boels Rental since 1977. Starting with
one depot in the Netherlands the company has now
grown into +400 depots in 11 countries all over central Europe.
Boels Rental is organised into a large division for
general hire that works as a one-stop-shop for the
majority of customers who ask for machines, tools
and equipment. Additionally there are several specialized depots for equipment such as power, fencing and lifting and materials handling. The glass
lifts are a recent addition to the Boels rental catalogue and a premium example of how to meet new
demands in the market.

Listen louder!
Product Manager for lifting equipment, Bastiaan de
Koning, has more than 10 years of experience in
developing the rental fleet and is responsible for making investment decisions in new lifting equipment.
He explains: – One of the key success factors in my
job is to stay updated on new technology and how
to help our customers solve their challenges by offering the best solutions.
– Boels Rental offers customers a wide range of
machines for any type of challenge they might be
facing.The ‘One Call’ service (at Boels HQ in The
Netherlands) takes special requests from customers
- even if the product does not exist in the hire catalogue. Some of these requests were for glass lifts,
Bastiaan continues.
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This is also an efficient way of collecting market
input and spotting news trends. Other sources for
inspiration are visiting exhibitions, reading relevant
media such as regional magazines, International
Rental News and subscribing to news emails.
– The demand for glass lifts has increased over the
last 5-6 years starting with only a few requests at
the beginning. Then we saw a steady increase in
demand - partly due to increasing market awareness
and in some cases new lifting regulations in certain
countries, says Bastiaan de Koning.
The next critical step is moving from spotting a new
trend to actually making investment decisions and
implementing it in the company.

Rental fact:
‘The fewer buttons, the better
– and easier to operate for the users’

Finding the right partner

Introducing new products

As the demand for vacuum lifts rose, management
at Boels Rental initiated a process of identifying the
right product for the fleet. During the process, specialists at Boels conducted a thorough analysis
comparing the technical parts of the lifts and ease
of use.
– First, we looked at the different brands within glass
lifting equipment and then decided to test a couple
of them. We completely disassembled two lifts for
comparison and found that Smart Lift is the best
option for our customers, Bastiaan explains.

The next phase was presenting the lifts to key staff
members.
– At Boels Rental we have a biannual event called
‘The Boels Innovation Days’ where all depot managers, account managers and management come
for inspiration and new introductions to the rental
fleet. We presented the Smart Lift as a package with
a trailer at the event (to demonstrate the easy transport possibilities) and did live demos with a large
glass section so people would get a hands-on
understanding of the possibilities with a Smart Lift,
Bastiaan continues.

Besides the technical testing other criteria such as
maintenance, spare parts availability and easy operation of the lift played an important role making the
decision.

– We also presented the Smartlift at the “Bouwbeurs” and” Matexpo” exhibitions in a live demo
setting. And off course Smart Lift provided us with
training - both commercial and technical.
Customers often rent the glass lifts for new construction projects where cranes place the glass on
each story as the building rises. Then Smart Lifts
install the glass from the inside.
Bastiaan de Koning shares some additional insight:
– We see more and more 3-layer glass for efficient
energy and noise insulation, which pushes the
weight of the glass up significantly. The glass lifts
are a perfect solution for safer and more efficient
installation. Seems like Smart Lift has become the
term for glass lifts - just like ‘Google’ing’ on the web.

Efficient parts management

As part of the contract Smart Lift A/S made
all relevant spare parts available online using
SmartEquip which is an online portal for parts
management that optimizes both finding the
right parts, ordering accurately and maximizing profits. By using SmartEquip the people
at B
 oels saves time during maintenance and
quickly get the lifts back out for rental.
Read more at http://www.smartequip.com

”

After looking at several alternatives
we found that Smart Lift is the best
option for our rental fleet.
– Bastiaan de Koning, Product Manager at Boels Rental

Growing business and customer
satisfaction
– We get positive feedback from our customers after
trying a Smart Lift for the first time, says Bastiaan
de Koning. The challenge is really to understand the
benefits and trying it out in real life makes a huge
difference, Bastiaan explains.
Therefore, all Boels depots specializing in lifting
equipment are provided with two models from Smart
Lift during 2018. One model is the SL 380 Outdoor
High Lifter that offers sufficient lifting power for standard indoor and outdoor installation projects. This is

supplemented by a bigger SL 608 Outdoor High Lifter with lifting capacity up to 608 kilos. These two
models covers the majority of glass lifting projects at
Boels Rental for the moment.
– We are very happy with the introduction of Smart
Lift into our rental fleet and look forward to providing
our customers with more innovations in the years to
come, Bastiaan de Koning finishes.
No doubt glass lifting is heading in a positive direc
tion at Boels Rental.				
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